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Abstract

This is an analysis on the effectiveness and efficiency of the design and planning process 
for the Phase I Towerside District Stormwater System occurring between 2013 – 2016. Also 
included are proposed adjustments and recommendations to improve the design, planning, 
contractual and policy process on future projects. This project builds on the existing 
Green 4th Street concept design study in the heart of the Towerside Innovation District. This is 
a continuation of MWMO efforts, to utilize an integrated systems based approach to manage 
stormwater as an asset in a fully developed urban setting. 
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The MWMO promotes the design and implementation of district systems that include innovative approaches 
to stormwater conveyance, biofiltration, storage and re-use.
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Section 1
Laying the Foundation . . . Defining a Shared Vision
Getting Started . . . The Initial Green Fourth ‘Feasibility Study’
(District Systems and Green Fourth Concepts)

A series of stakeholder meetings took place in 2013, 
resulting in a Joint Agreement between the 
Mississippi Watershed Management Organization 
(MWMO), the Prospect Park Neighborhood and the 
Cornerstone Group to provide necessary funding and 
leadership to facilitate a Green Fourth study. Within 
the emerging Towerside  Innovation District, Fourth 
Street represented a unique opportunity to convert a 
neglected, car dominated corridor into a green oasis 
and pedestrian magnet in the heart of the district. 

Toward that end, the primary objectives for the District Systems 
and Green Fourth Concepts Study included:

  • Support the City of Minneapolis application for the 
  Metropolitan Council Livable Communities Grant 
  application (request for $1 Million)
  •  Refine the overall vision for Green Fourth, but at 
  the same time provide the quantified basis (math 
  and science) for ongoing discussion and 
  implementation of district systems what would 
  support future build-out of the overall Prospect 
  Park 2020 Vision Plan. Evaluation and definition of 
  district systems included district stormwater 

Green Fourth Signature Park District 
Systems

District Stormwater Management
District Utilities

District Traffic + Parking
District Energy

Green Fourth Study Focus Areas

1 2 3
design a new 
kind of street

design a new park in the 
heart of the District

  management, district 
  utilities, district traffic and parking, and district energy (heating, cooling and thoughts about energy 
  production).
  • Help clarify and coordinate preliminary design work needed to support City of Minneapolis Public  
  Works efforts to proceed with the reconstruction of Fourth Street as a priority project.

The District Systems and Green Fourth Concepts Report was completed in September 2013. It should 
be noted that a lot has changed over the past five years in terms of productive discussion and collaboration 
with various city departments (and other stakeholders) with positive outcomes demonstrated by 
current and ongoing project initiatives.
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Alignment with the MWMO Vision and Mission Statements

The MWMO works to protect and improve water quality, habitat and natural resources in an urban 
watershed that drains directly into the Mississippi River. We are a joint-powers local government unit 
and one of approximately three dozen watershed organizations in the Twin Cities 
metropolitan area.

The MWMO partners with our member communities to invest in green infrastructure that captures, 
cleans and reuses stormwater. Our staff monitors and tracks water quality in the watershed and 
conducts education and outreach to promote active environmental stewardship among residents.

MWMO Vision Statement
To lead, to inspire, to act, to educate, and to create a shared vision for a river 

system with ecological integrity.

MWMO Mission Statement
To lead, and to foster stewardship of the watershed with actions that promote 
civic ownership and responsibility and through measures that achieve diverse 

and functional ecosystems.
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Evolution of the Green Fourth Idea

Multiple initiatives with MWMO funding support and participation were instrumental in providing a 
preliminary vision for what a future “Green 4th Street” might look like and how it could support further 
design and implementation of district systems. The MWMO Central Corridor planning work, past Bridal 
Veil Creek retrofit study and preliminary design concepts for Green Fourth, provided information 
needed to determine priority areas for CIP implementation along the 4th Street 
subwatershed. 

Specific components of this initial work included: 
 • stormwater management system analysis (hydraulic & hydrologic)
 • review of Minneapolis’ existing 2008 Bridal Veil Creek (BVC) XP-SWMM model to assess the   
  stormwater best parctices opportunities
 • determine the value of 4th Street as a targeted area for improving pipeshed capacity and 
  water quality in the Bridal Veil Creek subwatershed
 • combine information with the BVC retro-fit study and Barr Boeser stormwater feasibility study 
  to compare cost per pound of TSS (total suspended solids), determine if  it is better to retro-fit 
  multiple locations, or build new BMPs as redevelopment occurs along Green 4th Street
 • illustrate how stormwater management, traffic, parking, utilities, public and private land use 
  can all be integrated to provide benefit to all interests involved.

Minneapolis CPED and The Cornerstone Group submitted a 
letter of intent to the Metropolitian  Council for a Livable 
Communities Grant; the TOD Grant Award for one million 
dollars was approved by Met Council in December 2013 .  
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Feasibility Study – the Green Fourth District Stormwater 
Demonstration Project

The objective of this ‘feasibility phase of study’ was to determine if a stormwater treatment system 
sized at a district scale and integrated with other district infrastructure would result in cost efficiencies 
that could be used for additional stormwater improvements and re-use. Findings indicated that 
a Prospect Park District Stormwater System could provide more efficient stormwater treatment, 
accessible re-use options, and add pockets of habitat, within 35 acres of redevelopment (combined 
properties both adjacent to Green 4th (SE 4th St) and North of the U of M transitway). 

The District Stormwater Demonstration Project aligns with the first two blocks of proposed 
reconstruction of 4th SE from Malcolm Avenue to 29th Avenue as part of a planned City of Minneapolis 
Public Works project. In addition, the Demonstration Project evaluates the difference between 
conventional stormwater systems that provide singular treatment and conveyance function, with 
integrated district stormwater systems that manage stormwater as a valued resource and 
multi-functional asset.  This places a high priority on redesigning stormwater infrastructure that 
produces a net savings for both private development and public realm improvements. Once 
established this innovative model could be replicated throughout the remaining 330 acres of the 
Towerside  Innovation District.

Results of the feasibility study showed an abundant supply of stormwater available for reuse, in the 
larger Innovation District, that had been untapped to date. Results also showed that a district system 
along the Green 4th corridor could be designed to meet both Towerside Innovation District
Partnership and MWMO objectives, at a lower cost than a traditional system and within the current City 
of Minneapolis  regulatory framework. The process provided a metric that could be applied across the 
entire Towerside  Innovation District. The goal is to encourage replication of these (or similar) system 
components for future development to lower stormwater costs and promote reallocation of savings 

into more sustainable site design solutions. 
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Proposed District Stormwater System Components

The Green 4th District Stormwater System 
consists of two above ground biofiltration cells 
designed to treat runoff from up to 6.01 acres of 
impervious surface to City of Minneapolis 
stormwater standards. The System has under-
ground storage designed to hold up to 1.1 
inches of runoff from impervious surfaces, with
a goal of mimicking native hydrology in the area. 
Water contained in the underground storage is 
available for reuse (irrigation, flushing of toilets, 
use in fountains or other landscape features) 
within the Green 4th corridor. The System is also 
designed to tie into future development within 
the Towerside Innovation District, should 
opportunities arise. The Green 4th District Storm-
water System was designed as one component 
of a larger district system, with surface feature 
design aesthetics that complement other 
projects within the Green 4th study area.

In order for the Green 4th stormwater 
management system to be feasible (i.e., meet 
MWMO objectives), a critical mass of land 
acreage must hook into the system. The MWMO 
worked with four Property Owners to create 
agreements associated with their participation 
in the project. These Property Owners provided 
easements to make room for system components, 
maximize water quality benefit above and 
beyond the city’s requirements, and provide 
assurance that the project would move forward. 

In parallel with the Green Fourth Feasibility Study, adjacent Property Owners, and other Prospect North 
stakeholders funded a preliminary study to explore potential for a Signature Park in the ‘Heart of the 
District’. The proposed park would not only provide a high-quality destination public space, but would 
also integrate stormwater system components as part of the design. At this central location, park 
visitors would have the opportunity to learn more about the benefits of stormwater management and 
water reuse options within the district. 
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Generally the project would increase the removal 
of Total Suspended Solids (TSS), and would store, 
treat and re-use the first 1.1inch of a storm event 
(the MWMO’s new MIDS based standard). The 
project would also seek locations for habitat 

restoration that would begin to connect and 
weave their way through the Prospect North
 Innovation District, eventually linking to the 
Mississippi River Corridor Critical Area. These 
urban-scaled habitat improvements would be 
designed to reflect the historic characteristics of 
Bridal Veil Creek’s wetland vegetation and 
patterns of open water conveyance. 

Based on findings from the Green 4th Feasibility 
Study, and ongoing discussion with property 
owners, the MWMO began next steps toward the 
design and construction of a turnkey Prospect 
North District Stormwater System, beginning with 
the Green 4th study area. Green 4th Feasibility Study 
conclusions confirmed the potential to design 
and construct a District Stormwater System that:

  • Manages stormwater as resource for re-use  
     and provides cleaner stormwater
  • Provides pockets of habitat and a green public 
     realm
 • Is a more efficient stormwater system resulting 
    in a margin of cost savings below the typical  
    cost to meet City stormwater requirements 
 • Demonstrates how stormwater infrastructure 
    can provide added valued to the public realm

Section 2
Focus on ‘Water Budget + District SWM . . . 
       Highlight Why This is Important

Momentum to Proceed with Detailed Study
Proposed project components to be explored in the next study phase would bring greater focus to 
specific MWMO Mission and Watershed Management Plan goals including: 

 • Improve Water Quality
 • Address Surface-Water Rate and Volume Control
 • Promote Habitat Improvement, Connectivity, and Restoration
 • Provide Erosion Control, Riverbank Stabilization Measures
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Property Owners and the Towerside Innovation District Partnership have continued to show unwavering 
support throughout this process. Through regularly scheduled work-in-progress review meetings with 
MWMO staff, there were many opportunites to discuss individual site plans, share ideas with their
architecture, engineering and landscape architect teams, and participate in Prospect North Partnership 
Implementation Work Group discussions. Among much else, these meetings insured that district 
system components (design, location, function) worked in concert with proposed site improvements 
for each development project as much as possible. This investment in time and resources led to a 
consensus Final District Stormwater System concept with buy-in from all parties. These participants 
remain committed and have repeatedly stated that they will support this process through the next 
design phase and into final construction.

The MWMO also shared the Green 4th Stormwater Feasibility Study findings with various Minneapolis 
department directors and lead staff. Final plan components meet current Minneapolis policies and 
ordinances. The MWMO submitted concept plans and descriptions of the proposed District Stormwater 
System as it relates to the City street and ROW requirements, identifying proposed encroachment 
easements required in response to the Minneapolis City Council Layout Approval process. The City 
confirmed that the MWMO submittal was complete and in sync with the City’s Green 4th street 
reconstruction timeline (City Public Works Project scheduled to begin in 2017).

As concept design work progressed, preliminary cost estimates were prepared to monitor the 
potential margin of savings that can be achieved by pursuing a District Stormwater System versus 
traditional site by site approach (see cost evaluation chart). Savings in capital costs of approximately 
$200,000; and savings in long-term maintenance costs of approximately $280,000 result in an overall 
estimated savings of $53,000/acre (9 acre area south of the U of M transitway). For the area north of 
the U of M transitway there is an estimated savings of $5,500/acre. Property Owners hope to use these 
funds to demonstrate the re-use value of stormwater and improve water quality beyond the city 
requirements.  

As a key element of the plan, Property Owners requested that the MWMO fund construction of a 
stormwater storage and reuse system to hold water treated on each of their sites. Property Owners 
would then tap into these storage areas to demonstrate various reuse applications. Given the 
complexity of multiple Property Owners, project phasing and timing of available funding, the MWMO 
continued to lead the design process, and began to outline implementation and maintenance 
requirements to build the District Stormwater System. 

In order for the detailed design work (construction documentation) to begin, each Property Owner 
signed an agreement which required them to pay a fee to the MWMO equal to the cost of meeting 
City stormwater requirements on their sites. These fees will be due when a property redevelops or is 
sold, whichever occurs first. These fees will pay ahead or reimburse the MWMO for design,
construction, and maintenance costs related to the District Stormwater System. In addition, current 
Property Owners agreed to grant the MWMO stormwater easements on their properties for installation 
and management of the District Stormwater System. In this way, the MWMO secured the area needed 
for a viable District Stormwater System no matter what the future land use for these properties might be.

Commitment from Project Stakeholders
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Approval to Prepare Final Construction Documents

The MWMO agreed to coordinate and fund completion of the final construction design and bid 
documents for the Prospect District Stormwater System along with parallel initiatives including:
•  Develop MWMO/Property Owner contracts that 
    guaranteed a set amount of funding to the 
    MWMO
•  Grant temporary and permanent easements to 
    the MWMO
•  Define long-term maintenance obligations of the
    Property Owners 

Beginning in August 2014, MWMO Staff began 
weekly conference calls to coordinate its design 
and construction efforts with the City Street and 
ROW project, and Prospect Park’s above and 
beyond streetscape design. 

This is a very active area of redevelopment. The 
City Councils of Minneaoplis and St. Paul will 
consider resolutions in June, 2015, to designate 
this area as an Innovation District. This area will be 
developed through a close public private partner-
ship that has set up guidance for redevelopment in 
the area and is actively working towards being able 
to provide a leg up for redevelopment to meet the 
environment, social and economic goals for the 
District. A couple of these goals which tie closely 
to the MWMO mission are a focus on innovative 
management of stormwater and a vibrant U of M 
incubator/research component.  It is located within 
the Prospect North Neighborhood, the University 
Community, between Surely Brewery and TCF 
stadium, and the District System will be located in 
a publically accessible open space.
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Bidding Process, Contractor Selection and Phase One Construction
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Signature Park in the Heart of the District
Detailed planning for the district stormwater system continued, while at the same time, the Partnership 
commissioned two studies to provide more detailed information related to potential funding and 
ownership of a Signature Public Space near the Prospect Park Light Rail Transit Station. One study 
focused on determining a preferred location and concept plan, and the other (by The Trust for Public
Land) explored public and private ownership options, operations and maintenance models, and 
programming and funding strategies for the development of the Signature Public Space. In keeping 
with specific design requirements related to the District Stormwater System planning, preliminary park 
concept design included space allocated for stormwater such as filtration, storage and reuse. 

The proposed Signature Public Space, approximately 2 acres in size, is adjacent to Green 4th street in 
on both sides of the U of M Transitway. The Trust for Public Land estimated that land acquisition costs 
could range from $2-3M (as of August 2015). TPL believes that the primary source of funding could be 
parkland dedication fees collected by the city that will be generated from nearby development. These 
fees are collected at the time of permitting of new development, and deposited into a dedicated 
account for use to acquire land and develop parks. 

It was suggested that the MWMO might play an important role, perhaps in helping provide ‘bridge 
funding’ toward land purchase in order to ensure site control and the ability to complete construction 
of district stormwater components.  A number of discussion points helped frame discussion including:

1. MWMO’s current land acquisition policy allows the  
 Board to make land acquisition decisions   
 based on the merit of each case. 
2. The MWMOs ability to complete the current District 
 Stormwater System along Green 4th will not be 
 impacted by the direction of the land acquisition 
 discussion.
3. The Signature Public Space consists of a southern 
 parcel a mid-parcel and a northern parcel. 
4. The Signature Public Space would be immediately 
 adjacent to the recently completed ‘Stormwater 
 Park’ surface feature. 
5. If funding can secure site control in the short term, 
 then a more integrated design process can begin 
 now with the eventual Property Owner, tying the 
 design of the District Stormwater and signature 
 green space more closely together. 
6. The current District Stormwater System project is 

 being designed to tie into the Signature Public Space north of the Transitway in the future. 
7. The Trust for Public Land study recommends a public entity acquire and own this property. MPRB has
 made no commitments to purchase or own this property at this time.  
8. If discussions begin with MPRB, it would be valuable to know what kind of supporting role the   
 MWMO should consider.  
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“The Draw” in Ramsey, Minn. — a new public place that integrates stormwater management elements. 
(Image source: Bruce Jacobson)
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Section 3
Positions and Issues
What We Encountered Along the Way

Our agreement with the city from the start of this project was to design a stormwater management 
model that stayed within existing city policy and ordinances. And while our preference would have 
been to integrate the Phase One Demonstration Project within the city ROW, current city policy and 
ordinance did not allow this to occur. We have honored that agreement. We felt that it was important to 
understand the city perspective and approach to similar projects (protocols and positions), understand 
key issues that underpin these positions and provide a record of conclusions drawn based on the 
context of Towerside expectations and outcomes. This is one of the primary goals for how we 
work/collaborate with the city in the future. Selected Case Studies to illustrate ‘expectations versus 
outcomes’ include:

Expectations versus Outcomes – Case Studies 
 • Case Study #1 – Public and Private Shared Water
 • Case Study #2 – Dispersed Biofiltration + Habitat Creation (of significant size)
 • Case Study #3 – Optimize System ‘Stacking’ Within Public Rights-of-Way
 • Case Study #4 – Conventional or Innovative Street Design
 • Case Study #5 – Minimum owners needed to build a system for all (critical mass/participation)
 • Case Study #6 – Stormwater as a Resource

Each Case Study Summary provides a brief project description , overview of initial objectives and 
expectations, primary issues and challenges encountered, with a focus on final outcomes and 
lessons learned.

The challenge, and opportunity, is to determine the optimum design solution within a range of options – from 
conventional to restorative – that acknowledge existing conditions (policy, land ownership), yet achieve District 
innovation/green infrastructure objectives and other long term benefits.
(Image source:  Excerpts from ‘Green Fourth District Systems and Concepts Study’, 2014)
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CASE STUDY #1
Public and Private Shared Stormwater Management System

Project Description
Introduced earlier in this report, design of the district stormwater system began with the idea of a
‘Water Budget’ . . . the predicted amount of rainfall and snowmelt to capture, clean and use. From 
there, it seemed logical to design ONE SYSTEM that met the needs of all district stakeholders, both 
public and private, property owners, business owners, residents, visitors, industrial users, public parks, 
trail corridors and so on.

Based on thoughtful collaboration and innovative design approaches, we felt certain that final design 
solutions would meet current and future needs, provide sensible strategies for cost-sharing, resolve 
any required policy refinements through open/candid discussion, and deliver final outcomes that 
balanced cost, aesthetic and functional criteria.

Objectives and Expectations
Recognizing that a drop of water knows no boundaries, a district stormwater management system 
approach would take advantage of total available acreage both within private properties and pubic 
rights-of-way. Early sketch studies began to describe and suggest preliminary locations for the 
primary system components including: clean (biofiltration), convey (directed flow), storage 
(above/below ground), and reuse (traditional to closed-loop options). 

Overall, one of the primary objectives was to minimize redundant system elements, 
promote/encourage other district system layers (stacking) within shared easements, emphasize 
flexibility/adaptability to meet future needs leading to resilient, restorative outcomes.

Issues and Challenges
In 2014, the initial reaction from City Staff review indicated that they did not see any significant system 
problems in this district (“it’s not broken”), no major flooding, or need for system upgrades at this time 
– in short this is not (and won’t likely be) a priority area for the city anytime soon. And although there 
are a few ‘gaps’ in the existing stormwater management system, initial development interest in this 
part of the district (north of University Avenue) has yet to trigger greater concern or plans for system 
improvement.

The City’s policy at the start of the project was a requirement  to “treat rainwater where it falls.” This was 
both the initial and final city position on this issue from 2014 - 2016, with very little latitude in terms of 
final design direction, even with existing examples of successfully implemented shared stormwater 
systems like Heritage Park (Minneapolis) and Upper Landing Urban Village (Saint Paul). 
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Outcomes and Lessons Learned
With Green 4th Street as the centerpiece, enthusiastic support from a select group of property owners, 
and willingness on the part of City Public Works to participate, the district stormwater management 
system process moved from initial concepts through increasingly more detailed design steps . . . 
leading to Phase One project construction.

From a city perspective, the message (directive) was clearly stated from the outset – “no shared water in 
Phase One” – that was their consistent position throughout the process. And while we might expect to 
see more progressive, contemporary design approaches coming from the private sector, many 
successful, thriving cities insist on a much more active role in issues identification and innovative 
outcomes as part of public policy and project guidelines. Moving forward, we should continue to:

 • bring additional focus on measurable benefits to all stakeholders
 • seek additional precedent project examples that focus on HOW to implement projects, not just 
     vision, objectives or principles
 • build a stronger case for context-oriented design (not one size fits all) that would leverage the 
    unique opportunities for each project within district-wide solutions that capture resources, test 
      ideas and create demonstration projects as a true living laboratory; this would further promote 
    strategic, carefully crafted, collaborative approaches and shared outcomes as the norm.

We never really ‘made the case’ (at least for Phase One); we honored the city position and ended up 
with two systems – one almost completely on private property and the other exclusively within the 
public right-of-way. But, we will continue to work with city leadership, and key department heads to 
gain support for, and more active participation in, exploration/implementation of restorative solutions 
that meet multiple goals and published (adopted) criteria.

We need to build unstoppable momentum into project objectives and benefits – with no chance to 
take a sideline position – building advocacy in high places (people with influence) to direct city 
departments and private sector development toward innovative solutions and a sustainable future.

We need to get smarter about 
leveraging resources, building 
financial support so that willing 
developers and other stakeholders 
have the ‘gap financing’ needed 
to implement above-standard site 
and building design components 
that truly demonstrate new 
models for performance, cost 
sharing and return on investment.
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CASE STUDY #2
Dispersed Biofiltration and Natural Habitat (of significant size)

Project Description
Restorative landscapes seriously consider pre-settlement patterns and conditions; understand and 
value natural systems as part of healthy cities; and seek to reconnect, through various strategies, a 
viable, functional and aesthetic urban ecology. 

Biofiltration is one of the key components of the district stormwater management system, with the 
flexibility to take on a variety of shapes, sizes, character, capacity and other factors. When we match 
overall function, from a pure stormwater cleaning perspective, with additional opportunities to create 
a ‘true biology’ (habitat), and provide inviting, safe places for people . . . this seems to be a reasonable 
formula for success.

Enhanced landscape strategies that ‘benchmark’ biophilia, biomimicry, and similar system approaches, 
bring new depth and purpose to ‘healing the land’ while promoting resilient, restorative outcomes. 

Objectives and Expectations
Not just postage-stamp sized, left-over pieces of property will suffice, but instead, we propose 
intentional set-aside areas of substantial square footage that can offer viable locations for surface 
feature biofiltration and habitat creation. Initial district-wide concepts suggest a highly visible green 
and blue network that not only expresses a unique overall district character, but also raises awareness 
and perceived value for these types of landscapes.

This green and blue framework would set the baseline from which all else would be encouraged to 
interact, integrate, compliment and otherwise fit within this ecological construct – not separate pieces, 
but a coherent, recognizable, viable whole. The location, size and proximity to logical collection and 
biofiltration areas would have a significant influence on site design, minimize underground pipes and 
structures, provide water where it’s needed for reuse, and test ‘dispersed versus consolidated’ as a 
more stable and effective system approach.

Issues and Challenges
It was a challenge for most property owners to set-aside substantial areas for biofiltration when 
weighed against land value for other uses, i.e. maximizing building footprint, meeting parking 
requirements and other site design elements. And while the Phase One Project demonstrated real cost 
savings (along with other benefits), traditional site and building design plans for each property began 
to move away from a dispersed system approach yielding only small, isolated ‘rain garden’ or narrow 
edge remnant pieces leftover for this purpose. 

And finally, with any attempt to retrofit district systems within existing city patterns (street grid, 
buildings, infrastructure), we found additional challenges related to existing conditions, projects 
already underway, future expectations for development and the infrastructure to support it. 
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Ideally, the historic drainage pattern and proposed district stormwater management system would be 
designed and built first; all else would adjust/respond to that framework. However, that rarely happens, 
so the stormwater management system must work within existing (fixed) elements and build a case for 
value-added components integrated with development and infrastructure plans going forward.

Outcomes and Lessons Learned
System design began with multiple, adequately sized stormwater collection and biofiltration areas on 
various properties within the Phase One Project area. As developer/design teams worked through each 
step of their site design process, in most cases these biofiltration areas either got much smaller, were 
pushed to a less viable location, or were removed altogether. This resulted in a final design plan with 
two biofiltration areas of the size needed for both the visual (surface) expression of natural landscape 
character and realistic, viable habitat creation – see system diagram below that indicates a smaller 
triangle-shaped area located on the AEON property, and the larger rectangle-shaped area adjacent to 
the community gardens.

With most of the biofiltration function consolidated into these two locations, the argument for a more 
dispersed and integrated approach for the Phase One Project became moot. This included the 
potential to promote a highly visible district landscape character/identifier as part of the overall appeal 
of this unique PLACE. The upside however, is that the newly constructed ‘Stormwater Park’ has already 
brought a greater visibility, educational/interpretive value, and the potential to encourage similar 
approaches and outcomes in future phases.

We need to continue to pursue partnerships and incentives that would encourage individual property 
owners to hold back site area for this purpose. At the same time we need to promote, and strengthen, 
site design criteria/guidelines that fully integrate district stormwater management approaches as part 
of overall site program, visual character, features/amenities, building systems and other elements.
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CASE STUDY #3
Optimized System Stacking with other Public Realm Improvements

Project Description
The main premise for this Case Study is that we have the opportunity to explore, test and promote 
multi-use, multi-functional solutions for all aspects of site, building, infrastructure and public realm 
design. New ideas and approaches that fully integrate functional criteria, aesthetic qualities and cost 
implications will target shared objectives, at both site development and district scale. We must inten-
tionally find ways to work together, across property/jurisdictional boundaries, to identify common 
values, and seek demonstration projects that highlight creative solutions for multiple stakeholders. 

For example, stormwater management components could easily translate into important visual features 
of park, streetscape and other public realm improvements. Underground vaults that serve to store 
water for reuse, could be raised up to meet criteria for bench seating, or tiered performance venues, or 
terraced plantings, or a walking surface that reflects above what is happening below, and many other 
creative opportunities. 

Objectives and Expectations
Towerside can, and should, become an international model for design innovation, life-long learning, 
real-time demonstration of collaborative exploration, addressing the ‘grand challenges’, all with a focus 
on implementation. It is time to put these ideas into practice, to research and report on system 
performance, evaluate life-cycle costs, witness market/user acceptance and fully understand the
 implications of research-based problem solving and completed project performance.

Guiding principles and stated objectives that underpin new approaches for district stormwater
 management could help lead the way in creating effective partnerships, working together to 
implement projects that demonstrate this shared/stacked approach, including; energy (production 
and use), waste streams (capture/generate revenue), heating and cooling (plug and play), food 
production (aqua/hydroponics), art and wayfinding (interpret/educate) and many other elements that 
create a memorable district character and vibrant public realm. These approaches should also
emphasize broader areas of study/research such as ecological responsibility, resource capacity and 
healthy cities.

And finally, perhaps most importantly, there is an opportunity to demonstrate at every scale (and with 
every project) the potential to fully integrate public and private interests, respond to perceived and 
actual ownership responsibilities, and create a new partnership strategy that shares the costs and the 
benefits of this stacked/multi-purpose approach.

See the illustration of Carroll Creek Park in Frederick, Maryland, on page 22. This is an example of how 
below-ground water storage and conveyance culverts can also serve as the platform for walkways, pla-
zas and other park features. (Image source: Bruce Jacobson)
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Issues and Challenges
As with most things related to CHANGE, it’s often difficult to make adjustments to existing policy and 
process, let alone suggest entirely new approaches that might affect planning, design and project 
implementation. Yet, it seems to be in everyone’s best interest to look for opportunities to refine current 
practices, learn from successful models (precedent) in other cities, and embrace effective tools and 
techniques that better serve mixed-interests and multiple objectives, both today and into the future. 
That is (in essence) the very definition of sustainability.

Outcomes and Lessons Learned
It is just as important to talk about process, as it is to evaluate project outcomes – we need to seek new 
ways to work together in order to realize common objectives. We are not adversaries, but at times, 
perhaps more frequently than we care to admit, we find ourselves on opposite sides of the fence. The 
fact of the matter is that most often real or perceived issues, and actions taken to defend a position, are 
generally not that far apart, if measured by the similarity of outcomes we all seek . . . aesthetic appeal – 
functional integrity – economic prosperity.

Even the benchmarks we use to evaluate success have changed over time, now with much more focus 
on issues and challenges related to health, equity, climate change and much else.

The Phase One District Stormwater Demonstration Project proved to be successful in meeting current 
stormwater management needs for development in the ‘core area’, establishing a precedent for future 
phases, and creating a visual/physical place (‘Stormwater Park’) to showcase system objectives and 
components. Yet, this same project fell short in its attempt to layer (or stack) multiple uses and functions 
into various aspects of public realm programming and final design features.

Obviously, this will not happen overnight, but we need to inspire, encourage and lead a thoughtful 
reevaluation of current process, tools, approaches in order to better align resources,  connect willing 
partners, promote above-standard outcomes and celebrate accomplishments along the way.
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Case Study #4
Conventional or Innovative Street Design

Project Description
The first few paragraphs in the Green Fourth District Systems and Concepts Study (2014) laid the 
groundwork for this Case Study, where it asked and answered the question: What’s in a name? 
“It’s important to note that in the early stages of discussion, the difference between calling this 
‘4th Street’ or ‘Green Fourth’ has interesting connotations. Staying with the typical ‘street’ designation 
suggested more of a conventional approach, perhaps emphasizing the car in terms of dimensional 
elements (lane widths and rights-of-way), with the pedestrian getting what’s left over.

On the other hand, the ‘Green Fourth’ designation suggests a more contemporary approach that 
includes the entire space (building face to building face), primacy of the pedestrian realm, integration 
of public and semi-public spaces (extension of the ‘living room’) and interesting discussion about a 
variety of potential uses (when is a street not a street – what else can it do?).

Fourth Street presented a unique opportunity to convert a neglected, car-dominated corridor into a 
green oasis and pedestrian magnet in the heart of the district. While future parks and the potential to 
complete the last piece of the Grand Rounds (the ‘missing link’) are included in long range plans, there 
is heightened interest to promote Fourth Street as the first significant public green space, and new 
signature residential address, north of University Avenue.” 

Even with the best intentions, we started out to design a PLACE, and ended up with a typical street.

Objectives and Expectations
It was essential that the design and construction of Green Fourth would set the tone for future public 
realm improvements throughout the district, while encouraging others to propose and implement 
above-standard solutions for individual site development projects as the norm, not the exception. 
Stated objectives placed the pedestrian (safety, amenities, access) above the car, not as an 
afterthought, but as the primary design directive.

With precedent examples from around the world (such as the Dutch ‘Woonerf’), the potential to create 
a new kind of street that looked, and behaved more like a linear park, represented a realistic goal to 
fully integrate pedestrian, and bicycle activity, within a corridor where the ‘car is guest’. This also meant, 
of course, that all street design criteria and functional requirements for vehicles were met including 
through traffic lanes, on-street parking, stormwater management and much else. 

In keeping with the linear park concept, and living up to the name, Green Fourth was to be a lush, 
green experience with potential to create functioning habitat as a major element not only at a corridor 
scale, but also for the overall district/regional green infrastructure system. Recognizing that this would 
not happen overnight, it further emphasized the need for a shared vision, and complete buy-in at every 
level to achieve the desired long term outcome.
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Issues and Challenges Encountered
As the design process unfolded, much of the original concept was lost in discussion and decisions 
based on three comparative categories: 1) meeting city standard, 2) improvements above-standard 
and 3) design innovation. Working within a fixed project budget certainly was one of the key 
determinants, understanding that choices had to be made, many project stakeholders began to 
realize that some aspects of the Green Fourth design first envisioned would not be achieved. 

For example, instead of flat/ribbon curb suggested in the original design concept, promoting shared 
space (and many other benefits), the final design shifted back to a traditional curb creating distinct 
separation, or zones for different uses/users. The original concept a lso suggested keeping the travel 
lane portion as narrow as possible, again promoting shared space to accommodate everyone – 
vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles. Instead, the final design added bike lanes (versus promoting shared 
space) and widened the street, adding pavement width, not additional function, while significantly 
narrowing pedestrian space and potential added amenities.

Outcomes and Lessons Learned
Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of seeking a unique, innovative and potentially transformative 
design approach for Green Fourth, is that the initial concept was completely feasible. There were a few 
challenges along the way, related to State Aid criteria and other city/state road design standards, but 
in the final analysis, not one existing regulation cited had specific language that would actually prevent 
the project from moving forward as originally conceived.  

In addition, precedent project research, including the data (math and science) prepared during early 
design work, clearly supported study conclusions and set the stage for further refinements. As it turned 
out, much of this early work, including the Green Fourth Study itself, was mostly ignored. This led to 
a slow, steady erosion of the essential design objectives with far too many opportunities for bits and 
pieces to be cut away until the final outcome no longer matched the vision.

At the very least, we need to be much more intentional about clearly defining the desired outcome 
from the beginning, everyone has to agree on the essential elements, and the process needs to hold 
everyone to that agreement each step of the way. 

Character sketch 
of potential Green 
Fourth improvements 
that promote 
innovative stormwater 
management design 
solutions. (Image 
source: Cunningham 
Group Architecture)
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Case Study #5
Minimum owners needed to build a system for everyone 
(critical mass/participation)

Project Description
From the outset, we had only a small group of existing property owners to work with. But it was an 
essential part of our process that we could rely on their participation and long-term commitment in 
order to better understand project components, potential costs/benefits and then work together to 
define the legal instruments and agreements needed to move forward. In short, we were breaking new 
ground for everyone concerned, but we did have enough ‘critical mass’ (minimum number of project 
participants and property acreage) to clarify options, finalize system design components, quantify 
predicted outcomes, and produce the completed (signed) documents that paved the way for project 
approvals and construction.

Objectives and Expectations 
In promoting a district system-based approach, part of the underlying assumptions emphasized that 
each component has an important role to play. Together, the various cost, functional and aesthetic 
criteria related to water filtration, conveyance, storage, and reuse, created an integrated design that 
had a major influence on other district systems, features and amenities including these expectations:
 • District system, plug-and-play design has measureable economic benefit (cost savings);
 • Stormwater as a valued resource prioritizes storage and reuse (restorative practices);
 • Connected parks, trails and open space systems should integrate habitat, natural/native 
    landscapes and wildlife corridors (environmental benefit);
 • Integration of privately owned properties with public space/program promotes an expanded 
    definition of district public realm (creating PLACE).

Much of this process focused on how system components would support both current and long term 
property owners so that everyone who wanted to connect could take advantage of reuse, treatment 
and storage options. The primary objective was to design and build a system for the whole district, 
not just for those who signed up at the beginning, ultimately providing the built-in flexibility so that 
additional property owners could tie into the system over time. System design also included inten-
tional land set-a-sides to accommodate larger biofiltration and habitat areas. And finally, the form and 
content of the contract had an effect on the number of participants. Including language that described 
risk-reduction, built in opt-outs, and other trade-offs such as “less than or equal to” costs you would 
normally pay (with better overall performance), were all major incentives. 
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Issues and Challenges Encountered
Most of the initial challenges were based on the process and patience needed to encourage property 
owners to fully understand, and invest in, the benefits of overall district system approaches and the 
value of water in terms of storage and reuse. From the owner/developer perspective, space was at a 
premium, and on several occasions the first things to get removed from the overall design were the 
biofiltration/habitat areas within each property. On a related issue, the first phase of development 
projects were already well along in their own design/entitlement process, which made it difficult to 
identify optimum locations for various system components. The preferred approach would start from 
more of a blank slate, then create the mechanisms to preserve those areas identified from early 
concept studies through detailed design and construction.

Turnover of property ownership also created challenges. In terms of ‘site control’ and design 
continuity, changes in ownership (and level of commitment) altered the scale of treatment we could 
achieve. This resulted in less money AND LESS WATER to work with. So in order to balance the ‘less 
than or equal to’ baseline approach, we needed to adjust in terms of ‘design to fit’ the changing 
parameters. In other words, if the cost/return formula no longer made good economic sense, then 
the project would end.

Outcomes and Lessons Learned
There was a minimum amount of treatment area/sizing set as baseline for individual treatment 
locations in order to make this project feasible. If we couldn’t achieve this amount of area, or dropped 
below that threshold, there was no added value when balanced with system costs. Fortunately, we 
were able to meet this threshold, property owners stayed within the ‘equal-to’ costs, which created a 
net savings they chose to reinvest in water reuse. In addition, the MWMO paid for the reuse 
infrastructure, including storage and distribution lines, and provided the five year bridge/turnkey 
approach needed to implement Phase One, and further support overall project objectives.
Timing of the contractual process (Easements and Stormwater Declarations), that defines who owns 
what, who pays for what, who receives benefits, with opt-outs to minimize risks and so on, needs to be 
in place early as possible to tie everything down (perhaps an MOU). This would help minimize the last 
minute changes we experienced, but would also resolve ownership turnover by tying contract to titles, 
i.e. agreements would run with the land. At the same time, owner, developer, design teams need to be 
more transparent, willing to share plans and pro formas, working together to find viable solutions.

In terms of logistics, we need to check resources, verify baseline/survey information early and often 
to assure that nothing is missed. This often requires new site surveys (old information may not be 
reliable), plat/title review to discover easements and other property issues. This is essential to not only 
minimize risk, but also to establish relationships needed to resolve unforeseen project challenges.
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Case Study #6
Stormwater as a Resource

Project Description
Progressive communities around the world continue to focus on design and implementation of 
district-scale infrastructure (rather than traditional site-by-site) as the primary catalyst for creating more 
efficient, livable and economically successful urban environments. At the same time, realization that 
water is an increasingly precious commodity has placed a high priority on innovative approaches to 
better manage rainwater (and snowmelt) as a valued resource. 

Toward that end, the MWMO led a process to determine feasibility, design and implementation of a 
District Stormwater System for Towerside. Study results confirmed an abundant and untapped supply 
of stormwater, now defined as the District ‘Water Budget’, available for a variety of reuse options. 

Initial Objectives and Expectations
Data collection/analysis and precedent project research were important first steps to help inform the 
overall district stormwater system. But, perhaps more importantly, the study also indicated that a Phase 
One Demonstration Project along the Green 4th corridor could be designed to meet property owner 
and MWMO’s objectives, at a lower cost than a traditional system and within the current City of 
Minneapolis regulatory framework. 

The process also provided detailed metrics, with the expectation that this approach could be applied 
across the entire District, encouraging system replication for all future development projects. In short, 
there was broad agreement that state-of-the-art district water management strategies make economic 
sense, support District/City sustainability goals, and enhance a vibrant, connected public realm.
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Issues and Challenges Encountered
As previously noted, property owners didn’t have a lot of interest in reuse (at least initially), but started 
to recognize measureable value as money began to accumulate in the reuse fund. That created a need 
for agreements/contracts to provided assurances that they would get some stored water for their own 
reuse purposes. The basic challenge was in how best to define the specific elements of water reuse 
and more precisely describe the ‘what, where, and how much’ property owners were actually
investing in.

Outcomes and Lessons Learned
Ultimately, this process helped solidify property owner support, provided the detailed data needed 
to quantify benefits, and created the new tools/legal documents to clarify participant roles and 
responsibilities over time. In the end, it did not take much convincing for property owners to agree to 
specific contract terms. Volume and value of stored water became an important consideration, beyond 
short term reuse options, but also understanding how this type of systems approach provides an 
‘insurance policy’ for future unforeseen challenges related to drinking water supply and much else.  

Although modest in scope and scale, the Phase One Project opens the door for future system 
expansion, providing easy access and capacity to serve water intensive industrial uses, attracting 
research, high-tech and other commercial enterprise to the District. And the visual, aesthetic character 
of surface stormwater elements/water features help define district identity and unique sense of place.

At the very least, the Phase One District Stormwater System raised awareness and provided a 
hands-on, real-time educational experience for all participants, resulting in a fully functioning, 
aesthetically pleasing built project. This became the catalyst for ongoing discussion, and additional 
detailed design work that defined both the next phase of system construction, but also more definitive 
goals for the overall district in terms of restorative green infrastructure – The Towerside District 
Stormwater Framework continues to be refined based on this early success.

Stormwater management 
system components 
integrated within public 
space at Hammarby Sjostad, 
Stockholm, Sweden. (Image 
source: John Carmody)
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Section 4
Measurable Benefits

Difference Between Conventional and Innovative Approaches

From the outset, it was crucial that Feasibility Study results not only validated the MWMO process, but 
more importantly, that the completed Phase One project clearly demonstrated the difference between 
traditional site-by-site solutions and above-standard, innovative district system approaches. This 
difference was measured in a variety of ways:
   
     1. Sustainable/restorative outcomes (future expansion, industrial uses, Integrated Utility Hub)
     2. Economic intelligence and efficient use of available land (cost sharing, life-cycle return on 
 investment, patient capital)
     3. Environmental responsibility (restore, repair, heal, habitat creation)
     4. Research and innovation opportunities (test ideas, life-long learning, real-time demonstration 
 projects)
     5. Aesthetic appeal and district character (arts, culture, site/building guidelines)
     6. Healthy living as the baseline for everything (public places, good food, clean air/water)

Each of these categories brought a unique perspective and range of ideas to the discussion. It was 
the integrated, intentional combination of these ideas, joined with determined MWMO leadership and 
decisive actions that led to successful project implementation, and also provided a realistic plan for 
future phased improvements. The following summary pages offer additional definition and specific 
insights related to the Phase One Project for each of the listed categories. 

(Note: these categories are reflected in 
the 8 Elements illustrated in the 
Towerside Vision Diagram, and also 
described in the Towerside Planning 
and Implementation Framework 2.1 – 
portions of the following text definitions 
and descriptions are excerpted from 
that document.)
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sustainable district infrastructure is only part of 
the story. To fully realize district objectives and 
desired outcomes, it is the additional benefits of 
Restorative Development that will drive system
design and assure long-term success. The 
combination of these two approaches will 
define and enhance overall system performance, 
turn waste into revenue, and provide a unique, 
innovative framework for future development. 
As a key catalyst project and demonstration of 
restorative principles, the Integrated Utility Hub 
(IUH) will showcase measureable benefits and 
opportunities for replication throughout the 
region. The IUH would be fully integrated into 
district stormwater design (and other district 
infrastructure), creating a closed-loop water 
system that provides benefits such as carbon 
sequestration, improved water quality, support 
for aquatic life, growing fish and vegetables, net 
energy production, and additional flood control 
storage capacity, serving as a replicable model 
for water and resource management strategies.

Terms such as sustainable, resilient, and restorative 
have many meanings, but for Towerside, one crucial 
objective was to lay the groundwork, both in terms 
of process and execution, that would accomplish 
desired Phase One project outcomes in the short 
term, yet accommodate district stromwater system 
expansion in future phases. Towerside promotes 
a district vision that includes efficient buildings, 
renewable energy production, and restorative 
self-sufficient infrastructure resulting in a more 
resilient local community while also contributing 
to the resiliency of larger systems. Overall district 
planning and individual projects prioritize 
stewardship of water, soil, air, ecosystems and 
habitat through innovative design and the 
strategic application of best practice models and 
new technologies. 
 Other related elements described in the 
Towerside vision promote a mix of uses that will 
create jobs across multiple sectors of our
 local/regional economy. Commitment to a 
‘water-as-resource’ approach places this District 
in a strong position to attract and support new 
business/industrial users 
reliant on a sufficient and 
sustainable water supply
to meet their needs. The 
basic components of the 
Phase One project not 
only provide the more 
traditional aspects of 
clean and convey, but 
also demonstrates 
opportunities to store 
water for a variety of 
uses (including to 
support industry).
 Understanding 
the potential value and 
various elements of 

1. Sustainable + Restorative Outcomes
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 While recognizing land value as a key 
determinant of district redevelopment planning 
and individual site design, this also makes an 
argument for seeking the most efficient use of 
available property through shared, stacked-function
approaches. Among other things, shared 
stacked-function infrastructure means that projects 
will not only assist public and private property 
owners in meeting local stormwater management 
goals, but would also provide multiple benefits 
including development incentives, enhanced 
public/recreational space, habitat creation, cultural 
interpretation, art installations and overall district 
beautification.
 In many ways, the Phase One District 
Stormwater System Project showcased an
innovative model of cost sharing, property owner 
commitment (written agreements), stacked-function 
(water storage/reuse), and pulled together other 
support functions needed to successfully 
implement Phase One components and 
Stormwater Park.

Traditional development 
patterns, as evidenced by the 
first new construction projects 
near the Prospect Park 
Greenline Transit Station, tend 
to maximize building square 
footage (footprint) as the 
highest priority to realize the 
greatest economic return. 
As discussed in previous 
sections of this report, 
oftentimes this single-outcome 
approach leaves little room 
for other important district 
objectives related to 
infrastructure, public realm 
and overall aesthetic character. However, district 
innovation is not limited to design, but must also 
include creative funding strategies, forward-thinking 
partnerships and other financial/economic 
models that bring the needed resources to 
keep pace with proposed new technologies and 
development patterns. And it’s not just about 
the money (although that’s important); all other 
aspects of project support and implementation 
including policy, guidelines, and approval process 
need to be streamlined and made as cost efficient 
as possible to continue to attract desired design 
and development teams to the district.
 Another major consideration suggests that 
for the Minneapolis-Saint Paul Region to continue
to compete for the best and brightest minds 
needed to fuel economic growth, this demographic
is typically drawn to cities with amenities and 
services that support collaborative work 
environments and an active urban lifestyle. To 
attract young creative scientists, entrepreneurs 
and design-oriented thinking, these new innovation 
districts are organized around attractive public 
space, promote dense/compact mix of uses, all 
connected by public transit.

2. Economic Intelligence + Efficient Use of Available Land
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Earliest records of the area reveal a variety of 
surface water elements surrounded by landscapes 
typically described as upland forest, oak savanna 
and prairie. Bridal Veil Creek was the dominant 
feature, generally flowing from the northeast to 
the southwest, culminating at Bridal Veil Falls, its 
confluence with the Mississippi River. Much of this 
landscape has disappeared through a progression 
of interventions beginning with the coming of the 
railroads, followed closely by industrial/ commercial 
enterprise and finally extension of street patterns 
to further promote economic development for a 
growing city. The Bridal Veil Creek Watershed, and 
its relationship to the broader Mississippi River 
valley, mandates a more holistic approach to repair 
and restoration of this shattered landscape. From 
the outset, one of the key objectives for Phase One 
infrastructure was to create intentional, functional 
habitat areas – not just remnant parcels, but adequately 

3. Environmental Responsibility

sized blocks of land that meet biological/ecological 
criteria as authentic and sustainable habitat. 
 From a natural resources perspective, green/
restorative infrastructure is not a new concept. 
Pre-settlement landscapes including rivers, 
streams, lakes, ponds, wetlands and other natural 
elements efficiently slowed, cleaned, infiltrated 
and otherwise utilized rainwater as part of complex, 
interconnected ecosystems. Ongoing efforts to 
restore, recreate or reimagine these historic land-
scapes will focus on functional and aesthetic
design objectives at both a regional and site 
scale, emphasizing thoughtful integration within 
individual development projects and other district 
initiatives. Opportunities to create surface water 
features, and other natural landscapes, should 
reflect/interpret the past as part of project 
design/programming, and underscore the overall 
imperative for green/restorative infrastructure 
approaches.
 Research shows that there are important 
positive correlations between human health, 
intelligence and nature. Studies reveal that children 
are healthier, happier, and perhaps even smarter 
and more creative when they have a connection 
to nature. Adults who work in spaces incorporating 
nature are more productive, healthy and creative; 
and hospital patients with a view of nature from 
their windows tend to heal faster. The definition of 
nature needs to be broadened in order to rethink 
its role in our cities. Conservation is no longer 
enough – but design of cities, districts and neigh-
borhoods should also create, restore or reimagine 
important relationships between natural habitats, 
natural systems and overall quality of life issues. 
 Although not fully realized in the Phase One 
project, the overall concept and approaches to 
meet environmental objectives gained more support, 
and identified a variety of opportunities for 
successful implementation in future phases. 
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Towerside will be a real world demonstration of 
innovative approaches and technologies, which are 
baked into every facet of the District. It is a place 
where you see people of all ages, backgrounds, 
and skill levels engaged through making, teaching, 
learning, and volunteering. This will create a living 
laboratory where people of all abilities can learn 
from these opportunities and continually support 
the research that will be developed around this 
community. It can also serve to measure outcomes 
and educate residents and the general public on 
sustainable development. 
 Research and innovation encourage economic 
growth and job creation. For this research-related 
economic growth to happen, regional companies 
need to be in proximity to the University of 
Minnesota and other partners in the new economy.
Incubator space must be provided that allow 
start-up companies to scale up without having to 

4. Research + Innovation Opportunities

leave the center of innovation. Towerside is ideally 
located for this to happen. Shared district systems 
planned within the area will improve economic 
competitiveness and provide many other benefits.
 The overall Towerside vision also includes 
life-long learning . . . the very TID name suggests 
that design innovation is critical to the future 
success. So what does that mean? In short, there 
is an incredible opportunity to join public, private
and university resources to research and 
implement a wide range of new technologies 
and models.
 This should create the facility and the 
energy/enthusiasm at TID to become the go-to 
place to research options, test ideas and 
participate in a variety of real-time demonstration 
projects across multi-disciplines and market 
sectors including transportation, building/site 
design, infrastructure and much else.
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Authenticity and value come through 
concentrations of people producing art, cultural 
activity, and design of all kinds. Towerside is an 
intentional urban community infused with the arts 
and design. Residents and visitors view extraordinary 
art in restaurants, offices, and libraries or take in 
a performance. In addition, they can watch new 
ideas emerge in one of the community maker 
spaces, visit a gallery or museum, buy original art 
or design at a shop, and interact with public art. 
It is a place where visual and performing arts are 
the heart of an active, creative community.
     Typically the public realm includes parks, 
streets, trails and other amenities, often 
integrating both public and private property. 
The public realm is what gives cities, districts and 
neighborhoods their unique sense of place. From 
the earliest settlements to our largest cities, we 
recognize the importance of public places. The 
village green, town square and a rich variety of 
urban parks and plazas have all contributed to 
our understanding of city form and human scale. 
Together with design of local streets and access 
to regional trails, these key components combine 
to create both a physical framework and 
recognizable identity that invites economic 

5. Aesthetic Appeal + District Character

development and civic interaction. 
     Arrive at TID (via train, bus, bike, etc.) and 
immediately recognize the unique character and 
aesthetic quality of this PLACE. The very sense of 
place is made of integrated layers of green/blue 
infrastructure, public spaces filled with art, cultural 
celebration etc. etc. building sit within this 
framework, but additional enhancements through 
art, architecture, landscape variety and other 
features. For Towerside, the public realm offers 
a variety of opportunities to integrate green 
infrastructure components that provide multiple 
functions and measurable benefits. In addition, 
stormwater features should enhance overall 
aesthetic character and integrate public art. 
     Major focus on the overall character, the setting 
within which all other elements fit, integrate or 
otherwise enhance the whole. Phase One 
Stormwater Park begins to set the tone in terms of 
visible infrastructure integrated with public spaces 
and development patterns helping to organize 
future Phase One Stormwater Park together 
with adjacent community gardens and other 
phased improvements illustrate the beginnings 
of planned amenities and facilities that promote 
healthy living.
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The District will be a healthy community that makes 
the healthy choice the easy choice. The design 
and planning of Towerside makes healthy lifestyle 
choices easy and accessible for all community 
members from access to everything from health-

6. Healthy Living Is the Baseline for Everything

care facilities to parks to supermarkets, and 
infrastructure that welcomes community and 
activity. A healthy neighborhood image attracts 
forward thinking individuals, institutions, and 
companies, and provides the opportunity to 
measure outcomes around healthy community 
strategies. Healthy design and construction 
practices will be applied to all buildings 
including affordable housing 
     Much has been written about the role and 
increasing focus on HEALTH. As a crucial 
underlying element for the TID, healthy living 
outcomes are imbedded in multiple district 
approaches including access to nature (habitat), 
recreation (connected public space), good food 
(urban agriculture), clean air/water 
(green/restorative infrastructure) and other 
development components.


